
Rear brake shoe replacement  
[and pads and discs] 
 
Skill level: 3/5  
Tools required: General socket set, allan keys, screw drivers, sand [glass] paper – 320; 600 and 
1400grit. Loctite. Shifting spanner or spanner set – size 16 for brake callipers. Two cable ties. New 
rear brake shoes part number shown in pic. Copper compound – if you got, not critical. Jack and 
trestles. 
 
Time: 2-3.5h – depending on how much cleaning you want to do. 
 
Directions: 

1. Loosen rear wheel nuts  
2. Jack car at rear. Put trestles under car. I put my trestles under the rear wheel assembly 

mounting. 
3. Chock the front wheels both sides of wheel. I just use two bricks, one in front and one 

behind wheel.  
4. Remove the rear wheels. 

 

 

I was also doing a service on my disk brake pads so I removed pads. If your pads are fine 
and you don’t need to clean your brake calliper then just skip points 5 and 6 

5. Remove the brake pads as shown below: (sorry hand shaking camera) 
 
 

 
 
 

1. Gently hammer the 
holding pin until it starts 
to move backwards. I 
then used a star 
screwdriver and gently 
hammered the pin 
further back until it was 
fully out the first hole 
space. 

2. Now I used a flat screw 
driver and pushed the pin 
out of its holding position. 
The retaining clip now 
becomes free. Remove 
completely and pull pads 
out. Inspect them 

Retaining clip 
 
Pads 
 
 
Holding pin 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

6. Increase the gap between the brake pads and the disc by inserting screw driver between 
edge of disc and calliper. This is especially important if you are installing new discs as the 
spacing of the new disc is larger than the old one. (don’t dent the disc and careful not to 
pierce the rubber dust seal of the piston) 
 

Slide the loose pads out 
now 

 
Torque settings: 
Calliper nuts: 5kgm (36ft.lb) 
 
Pad thickness: 
Min rear pad thickness: 2mm 



 
 

7. Loosen the disc holding bolt. 
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8. Remove the calliper holding bolts, 2x. These are very tight as they have loctite on them. 
The size on mine was 16. I used a breaker bar to loosen followed by shifting spanner. Have 
a cable tie handy as one must not let the calliper assembly hang by the brake line tube. I tie 
mine up to the strut or some nearby structure to remove any pulling pressure on the brake 
line. Also don’t twist and turn the calliper assembly too much. 

 
 
 

9. You are now free to remove the disc. Start by releasing hand brake. Now the disc is 
probably not going to just fall off. I needed to hit mine quite hard while rotating it before it 
even moved a bit. I used a mallet. 

Tied my calliper 
assembly to 
metal stabilising 
bar. I used a wire 
instead of cable 
tie. 



 
 

10. You are now looking at the brake shoes for the handbrake mechanism. I used compressed 
air just to remove excess brake dust. This is not critical. You can just spray some cleaning 
agent and wipe away. I use paint thinners as a cleaning agent for my brakes. I know about 
the problems associated with thinners – so use at your own risk. Personally I really like it as 
it dries rapidly and removes oiliness nicely.  

 
 

11. Remove the hold down springs. Two of them. They are holding the brake shoe to the hub 
assembly. The spring has a inward running wire hook that needs to be released from the 
hub. There is a tool from MB dealer. Not needed if you do the following. Insert one screw 

Hit at the disc 
and then rotate 
the disc. Then hit 
again. Repeat 
until disc pops 
off. 

Compressed air 
gun 



driver of correct side (you will know when you do it) into the back of spring. Use another 
screwdriver to manoeuvre the shoe so that everything is in line. 
Turn the one screw driver (on my pic it’s the green one) so that the entire spring turns. At 
some point, and with some fiddling, the spring hook will release from the hub and loosen the 
brake shoe. 
 

 
 

12. Remove all the brake shoes by unclipping the springs and remove the adjuster too. 



 
 

13. I cleaned my outer hub now again. [My wife was not happy about what I did to her pot 
cleaner.] 

 
 

FYI: This devise 
allows you to adjust 
the tension of your 
handbrake on each 
wheel independently. 
By inserting a 
screwdriver through a 
hole while the disc is 
still in place, you 
could tighten or 
loosen the pre-
tension on your 
shoes by rotating the 
copper looking gear. 
 
Anyway – remove it 
and remove the 
spring too.  



14.  Release handbrake tensioner. Remove rear seat. There are two levers on each side of the 
rear seat near the doors. Pull upwards and the rear seat comes out. Now there is a meatl 
cover that needs to be removed. Now using an allen key, release the tensioner and unhook 
the two handbrake cable lines. 
  

 
 

 
  

This compartment 
is under the rear 
seat. You need to 
do this step or else 
you will spend a 
long time trying to 
get the new pads 
on. Trust me I have 
been there. Don’t 
ask how I found this 
compartment. 



 
15. Install new brake shoes. Start by building it up in your hands. Only do the one side where 

the copper looking gear tensioner is as shown. 

 
 

 
 



16. Now place the half assembled shoes over the hub and into its correct location. Connect the 
other spring to join both shoes together on the other side. Do this step while the shoes are 
in place over the expanding mechanism. Skill level – 5/5 or if you have three hands you 
should be ok. 
Note: This is what it should look like when you are done: 
 
Tensioning side: 

 
 
Expanding mechanism side: 

 

Expanding mechanism 

Pin. This pin can fall out if you fiddle too 
much. Usually happens if the hand 
brake was not fully loosened before 
installing new shoes. It’s a mission to get 
this pin back in its place. 



If your expanding mechanism looks like this, you are in for some time. Note the mechanism 
hanging outwards and then the pin just pops out. Not a good thing if you are in a hurry. Try 
keep the expanding mechanism tucked snugly without opening it much. I mistakenly 
disassembled everything as I like to clean all parts and know exactly how the system is 
working.  

 
 

17.  Last step, put the holding springs that hold the shoe to the hub into their location. Tricky 
step. 
I recommend the following: 
- Use screwdriver and put in the butt of the spring as shown: 

 



- Insert the spring through the hub hole and over the shoe . 

 
 
- Now press the screwdriver so that the spring hook can move through the shoe and hub. 

Turn the spring by 90 degrees so that it can lock into the hub as shown next: 

 



 
 

18.  I sanded my hub mating surface to fully level it. Small job, just a few minutes. I then applied 
copper grease, not mandatory.  

 



 
 

19. Insert your discs, in my case new discs as my old ones were too worn. Min thickness for 
rear discs is 7.3mm. Put back the disc holding screw. 

 
 



You can check your handbrake tension by re-hooking your cables back to the tensioner that 
was under the rear seat. Tighten also by Allan key. Don’t tighten too much as the shoes will 
over heat if they are constantly being pressed on the disk. The handbrake should have 
between 4-7clicks when kicking it in. Adjust accordingly and you can also adjust the 
individual tensioners if required.  
 

20. At this point you can just re-assemble as you disassembled earlier. I wanted to clean and 
refurbish my brakes so I did the following: 
- Using fine glass paper, I sanded the pin that the pads use to travel along. 

 
 

- My pads were still okay. Using rough paper I just sanded the top layer off so that they 
were clean. I then cleaned the calliper housing and checked my piston and seal. They 
were okay so did not disassemble that. If you did, you need to bleed the system 
afterwards. 

- I now put my calliper assembly back on hub. 
- Try use some glue on the nut. I use loctite blue 



 
 
 

All done: 

 


